November 16, 2015
Dear Member of Congress:
On behalf of the undersigned organizations, we urge you to oppose H.R. 1737, the so-called “Reforming
CFPB Indirect Auto Financing Guidance Act.” This legislation is simply an effort to stop the CFPB from
enforcing laws against discrimination.
H.R. 1737 hides its intent behind a smokescreen of claims about process and regulatory jurisdiction.
However, the bill is really about the unfair and discriminatory impact of car dealer interest rate markups.
The bill seemingly targets guidance the CFPB released in March 2013 putting lenders on notice that it had
evidence of discrimination in car loans held in lenders’ portfolios and gave assistance to lenders on how
to avoid fair lending risk going forward. The bill is a misguided attack on the CFPB’s enforcement of
anti-discrimination laws.
More than two decades of experience and data show that car dealer interest rate markups result in
discrimination in auto lending. Car dealers receive a large bonus from lenders for increasing the interest
rate above that for which the borrower otherwise qualifies. In the course of a transaction, car dealers reach
out to lenders to see who is willing to buy the loan contract. Lenders send the dealers an interest rate they
will accept based on the borrower's risk profile. This is also called the "buy rate." The dealer can then
add as much as 2 - 2.5% to the buy rate and keep some or all of the difference as compensation. To give a
sense of scale, the Center for Responsible Lending (CRL) estimates that consumers who took out car
loans in 2009 will pay $25.8 billion in additional interest over the lives of their loans due to these
markups.
The guidance said that the CFPB found discrimination when comparing markups between white
borrowers and borrowers of color. The CFPB also noted the lengthy past history of discrimination due to
car dealer interest rate markups. In the mid-1990s, a series of lawsuits were filed against the largest auto
finance companies in the country alleging that borrowers of color were more likely to have their loans
marked up, and paid larger markups. The data used in those lawsuits indicated that borrowers of color
were twice as likely to have their loans marked up, and paid markups twice as large as similarly situated
white borrowers with similar credit ratings.
Given historic and current data showing discrimination, the CFPB noted that lenders could eliminate fair
lending risk by paying compensation to dealers in ways other than allowing them to manipulate the
interest rate. If, however, lenders chose to continue allowing dealers to increase the interest rate for
compensation, then the lender would need to take steps to ensure there is no discrimination.
Car dealer and lenders are attacking the guidance because they do not want the CFPB to enforce antidiscrimination laws in car lending. They have known for decades that car dealer markups lead to
discriminatory lending, and they would prefer the CFPB ignore this particular injustice.
The CFPB’s enforcement actions in conjunction with the Department of Justice (DOJ) over the past two
years have resulted in more than $176 million in fines and restitution to consumers who paid more

in interest than they should have. Several other cases are pending.
Public opinion is also firmly on the side of the CFPB. In a bipartisan poll released earlier this year, 62%
of Americans said that they approve of CFPB action to enforce anti-discrimination laws in car lending.

Buying a car is extremely important for consumers. After a home, a car is often the biggest purchase
made by a household. The CFPB has found discriminatory pricing in the auto financing market and
should have the ability to use the full range of its regulatory tools to address it. The clear intent of H.R.
1737 is to tell the CFPB to stop enforcing the law to stop discrimination, and as such we urge you to
oppose it.
Sincerely,
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